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Abstract. Preference representation and reasoning play a central role in supporting users with complex and multi-factorial
decision processes. In fact, user tastes can be used to filter information and data in a personalized way, thus maximizing their
expected utility. Over the years, many frameworks and languages have been proposed to deal with user preferences. Among them,
one of the most prominent formalism to represent and reason with (qualitative) conditional preferences (CPs) are conditional
preference theories (CP-theories). In this paper, we show how to combine them with Semantic Web technologies in order to
encode in a standard SPARQL 1.1 query the semantics of a set of CP statements representing user preferences by means of RDF
triples that refer to a “preference” OWL ontology. The framework that we propose allows a standard SPARQL client to query
Linked Data datasets, and to order the results of such queries relative to a set of user preferences.
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1 Introduction

Dealing with user preferences is an important as-
pect of every application designed to provide person-
alized information to the end-user. The original inter-
est in preferences can be found in decision theory, as
a way to support complex, multifactorial decision pro-
cesses [15], and nowadays every personalized system
needs a preference model to capture what the user likes
or dislikes. Once the user model has been represented,
it is then exploited to filter information coming from
a data source, e.g., a database, in order to provide a
ranked list of results matching the order encoded in the
preferences of the user.

Query languages usually let us specify the informa-
tion that we want to be returned (hard constraints).
However, if a user’s requirements are not fulfilled, the
result of the query can be the empty set. At the same
time, returning huge and unordered sets of answers
could be useless and even counter-productive. A possi-

ble way to bypass these issues is to allow the language
to represent both hard constraints—used to return only
relevant results—and soft ones, i.e., preferences—to
rank the results by fulfilling a user’s tastes. Approaches
to preference representation can be either quantitative
or qualitative [8]. The former are based on a total or-
dering of the outcomes given by a scoring function,
while the latter make possible the representation of
partial orders, since preferences are treated as inde-
pendent dimensions. From a user perspective, a qual-
itative approach is more natural than the quantitative
one [24]. Indeed, in the first case, the user has just to
provide pairwise qualitative comparisons, while in the
second case, she has to assign a value to many alter-
natives, which very often are represented in a multi-
attribute setting. Regarding the Linked (Open) Data
world, the notion of qualitative preferences in SPARQL
queries was introduced in [26] by Siberski et al., whose
preference-based querying language extends SPARQL
through the introduction of solution modifiers (the
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PREFERRING clause). Their query formulation re-
trieves only items that are the most preferred ones, or
equivalently undominated. The work [18] builds on the
earlier approach of [26], but adds preferences at the
level of filters, rather than as a solution modifier. The
PrefSPARQL syntax of [18] needs no additional solu-
tion modifier to express qualitative preferences, as it
leverages the expressive power of SPARQL 1.1. How-
ever, both the approaches proposed in [26] and [18]
have an important limitation: they only return the un-
dominated query results and are not able to provide an
order of all the available outcomes that reflects user
preferences. The size of the resulting answer set could
be too small to be of practical use, especially consid-
ering the fact that a user’s preference model is just an
approximation of what a user really wants. This fosters
moving beyond the Pareto-optimal set identification to
a top-k scenario [24], where firstly available outcomes
are ordered, even if with the ties implied by a qualita-
tive approach, from best (most preferred) to worst (less
preferred) according to a given user’s preferences, sec-
ondly, a total order is established, and finally the first
k results are returned.

In this paper, the focus is on model-based prefe-
rence reasoning, which relies on specific assumptions
about the structure of the preference relation [16]. The
simplest assumption that can be made is that the tar-
get ranking of a set of resources, described in terms
of multiple attributes, can be represented as a lexico-
graphical order [9]. Lexicographical preference mod-
els define orders of importance on the attributes that
describe the objects of a domain. As an example, con-
sider the choice of a movie. Typically, the most im-
portant attribute that one considers is the genre of the
movie (e.g., drama, superhero, etc.). Then, among the
movies of the preferred genre, the choice can rely on
the movie’s actor (e.g., Tom Hanks, Christian Bale,
etc.). The assumption of a lexicographical order re-
stricts significantly the hypothesis space, but induces
a bias rarely justified in practical applications. In fact,
preferences on individual attributes are generally not
independent of each other. With reference to the movie
domain, Tom Hanks may be preferred to Christian
Bale, if the movie genre is drama, while Christian Bale
may be preferred in case of a superhero film. CP-nets
[3] offer a language to express preferences on the val-
ues of single attributes, and, at the same time, allow to
model dependencies of this type. A CP-net is a quali-
tative graphical representation that reflects conditional
dependence and independence of preferences under a
ceteris paribus (all else being equal) interpretation. It

is a compact representation of a complex preference
relation (partial order), where each node refers to a
single attribute and is associated with a function that
assigns a preference relation on the values of that at-
tribute to each combination of the values of the parent
attributes. More precisely, CP-nets require that the user
specifies (i) for any attribute A of interest, which other
attributes can impact her preferences for values of A
(the parents of A), and (ii) for each instantiation of the
parent attributes, the preference ordering over values
of A. Points (i) and (ii) could render CP-nets rather
strict, compared to the expressive needs of a user. Fur-
thermore, some statements that are very natural for the
user to assess cannot be represented within a CP-net.
Conditional preference theories (or CP-theories) [28]
are a more general and flexible formalism for qualita-
tive preferences that allows to go beyond the expres-
siveness limitations of CP-nets.

In our previous work [25], we focused on the well-
known CP-net graphical language and have addressed
the problem of preference representation and reason-
ing with Linked Data from different perspectives. We
have proposed a vocabulary to represent statements
formulated according to the ceteris paribus semantics
and have shown how to encode a CP-net by means
of this vocabulary. Inspired by [18], we have also
explained how to embed such a compact preference
model into a SPARQL 1.1 query in order to access se-
mantic data in a personalized way. The present work
extends the leading motivation and the approach of our
previous paper [25], but embraces the more general
and flexible formalism of CP-theories.

The main contributions of this work can be summa-
rized as follows:

– presentation of RDF vocabularies to represent
qualitative preference statements over Linked
Data, built on top of the vocabulary proposed in
[25], but adjusted to allow for more general pre-
ference statements;

– an encoding into RDF triples of the qualitative
preferential information represented by a CP-
theory and the exploitation of theoretical results
of [27] to compute a partial order over items;

– a procedure to translate conditional preference
statements into a SPARQL query able to retrieve a
ranked list of resources whose order reflects the
user preferences;

– an application framework that meets a user’s
needs while representing her preferences as CP-
theory and encoding them in RDF and that even-
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tually allows a SPARQL-enabled software agent
to retrieve a ranked list of resources according to
the users’s tastes.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the motivating scenario that fostered the
overall approach. The semantics of CP-theories and a
recap on some relevant results and theorems is pro-
vided in Section 3. Section 4 proposes an RDF vocab-
ulary to represent the CP-theory with the preferential
statements of a user and then embeds the RDF ver-
sion of the CP-theory into a SPARQL query able to
retrieve a ranked list of results ordered according to
the user’s preferences. Section 5 describes the tool that
supports the user both in the formulation of her prefer-
ences under the CP-theories semantics and in retriev-
ing the resources of interest ordered according to her
preferences. Section 6 provides an overview of related
work about preference reasoning and enabling query
languages with preferences. A final section draws con-
clusions.

2 Motivating Scenario

The main motivation behind the approach and the
tool presented in this paper is the implementation of
a distributed scenario where one may pose a query to
a SPARQL endpoint and have the returned results or-
dered with respect to a set of personal preferences on
a specific knowledge domain. For instance, one might
be willing to get a list of books to read by querying
DBpedia and then have it ranked according to a set of
preferences hosted on one’s Web page. A possible ap-
plication scenario is depicted in Figure 11. There, the
main building blocks required to implement the whole
framework are shown. They are:

– a reference model to encode and reason with pref-
erences;

– an ontological vocabulary to represent prefer-
ences by adopting Web languages;

– a tool able to handle and manage preferences
as well as to encode them in a set of SPARQL
queries.

The deployment and interaction with the system are
done via the following steps.

1For ease of presentation, in this paper, we use DBpedia as the
main dataset to query. The approach can be adapted to any Linked
Data dataset.

Deploy.
– Model user preferences. We adopt CP-

theories [27] as reference model to repre-
sent user preferences. As we will see in Sec-
tion 3, they are a formalism to represent and
reason with sets of qualitative preferences2.

– Encode preferences in RDF by means of a
preference ontology. We develop an OWL
ontology to represent CP-theory statements
encoding user preferences (see Section 4).

– Publish user preferences publicly on the
Web. The aim is to foster a principled adop-
tion of user preferences by systems inter-
ested in providing a personalized access to
data available in the Linked Data cloud.

Interact.
– Use SPARQL to get user preferences. We
LOAD3 the preference model of the user en-
coded in RDF by means of a general purpose
SPARQL query engine.

– Formulate a SPARQL 1.1 query that takes
into account user preferences. Once all
is encoded as RDF statements, a standard
SPARQL query is formulated: such a query
is able to rank the result set with reference
to the preferences expressed by the user.

Another requirement that we had in mind while de-
veloping our solution was to use only standard Web
technologies and languages to implement the overall
framework. In fact, we selected RDF to model user
preferences and the power of SPARQL 1.1 to perform
preference-based reasoning in order to rank the results
of a query. We will see in Section 4.2 how advanced
features of the last version of the SPARQL query lan-
guage can be employed to perform preference reason-
ing over a model based on CP-theories.

3 CP-theories

Utility functions can be considered as the ideal tool
for representing and reasoning with preferences, but
the total order they allow to represent does not always
reflect the actual user model. Partial orders among

2The interest, here, is not whether such preferences are automat-
ically learned from data or manually modeled and set by a human
agent.

3See SPARQL 1.1 Update specification at https://www.w3.
org/TR/sparql11-update/#load.
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Fig. 1. Application scenario for a preference-based access to data in the Linked Data cloud.

preferences are a more natural way to represent a user’s
tastes. Qualitative statements, e.g., “given u, I prefer
xi over x′i”, permit a system to encode partial orders
among user preferences, thus granting the representa-
tion of a more realistic user model. Let us consider the
following example.

Example 1 (Books)
“Giorgio has just finished his exams and wants to re-
lax with a book. Giorgio can read both English and
French, but he would like to improve his French to en-
rich his curriculum and so he prefers to read French
books. Giorgio prefers reading crime books over au-
tobiographical ones for French books, since he be-
lieves that crime plots are more captivating and there-
fore more useful while learning a foreign language.
The reverse order holds for English books. Giorgio is a
good reader and, therefore, given an English book, he
prefers those being part of a saga. The literary genre
and the presence of a subsequent work have not the
same importance to Giorgio: in case of English books,
he considers the choice on the genre more important
than the one dependant on sequels, while the opposite
happens for French books. Finally, for books charac-
terized by a sequel, Giorgio regards positively the pres-
ence of a cinematographic version”. �

Relevant frameworks to represent and reason with
qualitative preferences are built according to the ce-
teris paribus semantics [19] and specifically consist of
conditional preference networks (or CP-nets) [3] and
a formalism along similar lines to CP-nets, but with a
richer language of preference statements, namely con-
ditional preference theories (or CP-theories) [28]. For-
mally, given a set of variables V , a CP-theory Γ is
a set of preference statements ϕ of the general form
uϕ : xϕ > x

′

ϕ [Wϕ], where uϕ is an assignment to a set
of variables Uϕ ⊂ V , xϕ and x

′

ϕ are different assign-
ments to some variable Xϕ /∈ Uϕ, and Wϕ is some
subset of V − Uϕ − {Xϕ}. The interpretation of ϕ
is that, given uϕ, xϕ is strictly preferred to x

′

ϕ, all
else being equal, but irrespective of the values of vari-
ables in Wϕ. In other words, ϕ compactly states that
for all assignments w, w

′
to Wϕ and assignments t to

Tϕ = V −Uϕ − {Xϕ} −Wϕ, tuϕxϕw is preferred to
tuϕx

′

ϕw
′
. In what follows, we will use the word out-

come to indicate a complete assignment to all the vari-
ables in V and denote the set of all outcomes asO. For
the statement ϕ, we may indicate with ϕ∗ the set of
pairs of outcomes (tuϕxϕw, tuϕx

′

ϕw
′
), where t is an

assignment to Tϕ, and w, w
′

are assignments to Wϕ.
If we further indicate with Γ∗ = ∪ϕ∈Γϕ

∗, it is then
natural to define for the CP-theory Γ a strict partial or-
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ϕ1 > : CF > CUK [∅]
ϕ2 CUK : LGA > LGC [SW ]

ϕ3 CF : SWNo > SWY es[LG]

ϕ4 CUK : SWY es > SWNo[∅]
ϕ5 CF : LGC > LGA[∅]
ϕ6 SWY es : FY es > FNo[∅]
ϕ7 SWNo : FNo > FY es[∅]

Table 1
The CP-theory ΓC−LG−SW−F.

der >Γ, induced by Γ on the set of outcomes O, as the
transitive closure of Γ∗. The CP-theory formalism al-
lows to express the usual CP-net ceteris paribus state-
ments by simply considering Wϕ = ∅ and identifying
Uϕ with Pa(X), the parents of a variable X , that is,
variables which the preferences onX depend on. How-
ever, as anticipated in Section 1, under the stricter CP-
net formalism, for each variableX , a parent setPa(X)
must be defined and instantiated when the preference
order over values of X is established. This is not re-
quired in CP-theories, where you can find more state-
ments related to the same variableX , but with different
sets U . In addition, CP-theories allow stronger condi-
tional preference statements than CP-nets, which are
natural for users to express. For example, they repre-
sent a formalism even more general than TCP-nets [4],
an enhancement of CP-nets where (conditional) rela-
tive importance between variables can be expressed.
TCP-nets can be represented through statements with
W containing at most one variable. Moreover, there
are statements, such as I prefer xi over x

′

i irrespective
of the values of all other variables, that cannot be ex-
pressed in CP-nets or TCP-nets, but correspond in the
new formalism to > : x > x

′
[V − {X}], where > is

the assignment to the empty set of variables.

Example 2 (Books cont’d)
The overall profile of Giorgio may be modelled by
means of the CP-theory ΓC−LG−SW−F, that is, the
set of statements given in Table 1. There, a set of
binary variables V = {Country, LiteraryGenre,
SubsequentWork, FilmV ersion} is considered.
Their domains are given by dom(Country) = {CF ,
CUK} (for France and United Kingdom), dom(Lite-
raryGenre) = {LGC , LGA} (for Crime fiction
and Autobiographical novel), dom(Subsequent-
Work) = {SWY es, SWNo} (indicating if a book has
a sequel or not), and dom(FilmV ersion) = {FY es,
FNo} (indicating whether there is a cinematographic
version of the book or not), respectively. �

For a CP-theory Γ, the preference ranking over out-
comes >Γ introduced above, can be equivalently in-
duced under the worsening swap semantics. Hereafter,
we will use the notation o(Xi) = xi to indicate that
to the variable Xi is assigned the value xi in o and
analogously o({Xj , . . . , Xj+k}) = {xj , . . . , xj+k}
to state that Xj = xj , . . . , Xj+k = xj+k in o.
Given two outcomes o and o

′
of O, there is a wors-

ening swap from o to o
′
, if there exist a variable

Xi ∈ V − {Xj , . . . , Xj+k} −W , xi, x′i ∈ dom(Xi),
and an assignment {xj , . . . , xj+k} to variables set
{Xj , . . . , Xj+k} such that: (i) o(Xi) = xi and o′(Xi) =
x′i, (ii) o({Xj , . . . , Xj+k}) = o′({Xj , . . . , Xj+k}) =
{xj , . . . , xj+k}, (iii) o(V −{Xi}−{Xj , . . . , Xj+k}−
W ) = o′(V − {Xi} − {Xj , . . . , Xj+k} − W ), and
(iv) xj ∧ . . . ∧ xj+k|xi � x′i[W ]. The preference rela-
tion >Γ over O is therefore the transitive closure of
worsening swaps.

A CP-theory Γ is consistent, if it has a model, i.e., if
there exists a strict total order > that satisfies Γ, which
is equivalent to>⊇ Γ∗, that is,> extends>Γ. In [27],
it is proved that the irreflexivity of >Γ (or equivalently
the acyclicity of Γ∗) is a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for consistency.

A necessary condition for consistency is local con-
sistency. Consider a CP-theory Γ, a variable X ∈ V ,
and an assignment a to a set of variables A ⊆ V . An
ordered pair (x, x

′
) of X values is validated by a, if

there exists a statement ϕ of the form u : x > x
′
[W ]

in Γ, such that a extends u, that is, a projected to Uϕ
gives u. The local ordering �Xa (Γ) (abbreviated as
�Xa ) on X values is defined as the transitive closure of
the set of pairs (x, x

′
) validated by a. Γ is locally con-

sistent, if�Xα is irreflexive for all variables X and out-
comes α. Local consistency is a necessary condition
for consistency, since if Γ is not locally consistent, then
there exist an outcome α, a variableX , and a sequence
x1, . . . , xk of values of X with associated statements
in Γ—ui : xi > xi+1[Wi]—such that α extends ui
and a(X) = x1 = xk. This gives a worsening swap-
ping sequence from α to α (only involving changing
variableX), thus implying that>Γ is not irreflexive, or
equivalently that Γ is not consistent. In general, decid-
ing whether a CP-theory is locally consistent is coNP-
complete, but it can be shown that if the size of the par-
ent sets and the size of the domain sets are bounded by
a constant, then deciding local consistency is polyno-
mial [27]. Moreover, for CP-nets and TCP-nets, local
consistency is always guaranteed [27].

Given a CP-theory Γ, there are several kinds of di-
rected graphs that can be defined on the set of vari-
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ables V . For S, T ⊂ V , we indicate with S → T the
set of edges {(X,Y ) : X ∈ S, Y ∈ T}, omitting
the set brackets, if S or T is a singleton set, e.g., ab-
breviating S → {Y } with S → Y . The dependency
graph H(Γ) consists of edges Uϕ → Xϕ for all ϕ
in Γ, that is, all the pairs of the form (Y,Xϕ), with
ϕ ∈ Γ and Y ∈ Uϕ. That is, the edge (Y,X) be-
longs to H(Γ) iff there is some conditional preference
statement ϕ ∈ Γ that makes the preferences for X
conditional on Y . Relative importance is not encoded
in H(Γ). On the other side, we define G(Γ) to con-
tain Uϕ → Xϕ and Xϕ → Wϕ for all ϕ in Γ, i.e.,
G(Γ) = H(Γ)∪{Xϕ →Wϕ | ϕ ∈ Γ}. G(Γ) contains
both dependency and relative importance information:
it is H(Γ) with the addition of edges (X,Z), if there is
any statements ϕ representing a preference on values
ofX irrespective of the value ofZ (then,X is more im-
portant than Z, with importance meant as in the TCP-
net formalism [4]). A CP-theory Γ is fully acyclic, if
G(Γ) is acyclic. For fully acyclic CP-theories, consis-
tency and local consistency are equivalent [27].

For a CP-theory Γ and assignment a to a set of
variables A ⊆ V , we can define another directed
graph Ja(Γ) on V made of the set of edges Uϕ →
{Xϕ}∪Wϕ for allϕ ∈ Γ and also the set {Xϕ} →Wϕ

for all ϕ ∈ Γ such that Uϕ ⊂ A and a extends uϕ. A
CP-theory Γ is context-uniformly conditionally acyclic
(or cuc-acyclic), if it is locally consistent, and for each
outcome o ∈ O, Jo(Γ) is acyclic. It can be proved that
a cuc-acyclic CP-theory is always consistent [27].

In what follows, we show two results, both proved in
[27], which determine a strict partial order extending
>Γ. The approaches proposed to compare outcomes
are strongly related to the ordering queries defined in
[3] and already discussed in [25] for CP-nets, and can
be seen as a generalization of Corollary 4 and Theorem
5 of [3]. The first result is applicable for a fully acyclic
CP-theory Γ. It proposes to compare two outcomes
by looking (using the appropriate local ordering) at
their value on each of the most important variables on
which they differ, where importance is defined accord-
ing to the graph G(Γ). In Theorem 1, we denote with
∆(α, β) the set of variables of V on which outcomes α
and β differ, i.e., ∆(α, β) = {Y ∈ V |α(Y ) 6= β(Y )}.
If α 6= β, we build Θ(α, β) as the set of G

′
-maximal

elements of ∆(α, β), being G
′

the transitive closure
of G(Γ). Θ(α, β) is therefore the set of variables Y ∈
∆(α, β) such that there exists no Z ∈ ∆(α, β) with
(Z, Y ) ∈ G′

.

Theorem 1
Let Γ be a locally consistent and fully acyclic CP-
theory, and let the binary relation �p(Γ) on O be de-
fined as follows, for any pair of outcomes α and β:
α �p(Γ) β iff α 6= β and α(Y ) �Yα β(Y ) for all
Y ∈ Θ(α, β). Then, �p(Γ) is a strict partial order ex-
tending >Γ, and the comparison between any pair of
outcomes requires polynomial time.

The second result deals with cuc-acyclic CP-theories
[27]. In Theorem 2, ∆(α, β) is still used to denote
the set of different variables in outcomes α and β.
If α 6= β, Θ

′
(α, β) is defined as the set of .α-

undominated elements of ∆(α, β), being .α the tran-
sitive closure of Jα(Γ): Y ∈ Θ

′
(α, β) iff there exists

no Z in Θ
′
(α, β) with (Z, Y ) ∈ .α.

Theorem 2
Let Γ be a cuc-acyclic CP-theory, and let the binary
relation �Γ on O be defined as follows, for any pair
of outcomes α and β: α �Γ β iff α 6= β and
α(Y ) �Yα β(Y ) for all Y ∈ Θ

′
(α, β). Then, �Γ is

a strict partial order extending >Γ, and the compari-
son between any pair of outcomes requires polynomial
time.

Theorem 2 proposes a more general approach to
generate a strict partial order on O, which although
requiring a pretty strong condition on the CP-theory,
i.e., cuc-acyclicity, does not need full acyclicity. In
particular, if Γ is fully acyclic, and α and β are two
outcomes to compare, then Jα(Γ) ⊆ G(Γ) and so
.α ⊆ G

′
. Therefore, Θ

′
(α, β) ⊇ Θ(α, β). This im-

plies that if α �Γ β then α �p(Γ) β, so that �Γ is
a closer approximation of >Γ than �p(Γ). Section 4.2
will ground on this more general Theorem 2 to formu-
late a SPARQL query able to rank outcomes according
to user preferences encoded in a CP-theory model.

Example 3 (Books cont’d)
Relative to the CP-theory ΓC−LG−SW−F with Gior-
gio’s preferences (see Table 1), the use of Theorem 2
produces the following sound ranking solution:

〈
CFLGCSWNoFNo, ...

...
(
CFLGCSWNoFY es, CFLGASWNoFNo

)
, ...

...CFLGASWNoFY es, CFLGCSWY esFY es, ...

...
(
CFLGCSWY esFNo, CFLGASWY esFY es

)
, ...

...CFLGASWY esFNo, CUKLGASWY esFY es, ...
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...CUKLGASWY esFNo, CUKLGASWNoFNo, ...

...CUKLGASWNoFY es, CUKLGCSWY esFY es, ...

...CUKLGCSWY esFNo, CUKLGCSWNoFNo, ...

...CUKLGCSWNoFY es

〉
,

where outcomes within round parentheses are not
comparable.

As an example, we may consider the outcome
CFLGCSWNoFNo, which is favoured in the com-
parisons made according to the order �Γ over every
other outcome. In fact, the set Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo

, CFLGCSWNoFY es) coincides with the set of dis-
tinct variables in the compared outcomes, namely
∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGCSWNoFY es), being
both equal to {F}, and the preference ϕ7 can be used
to locally order the first outcome over the second one.
Analogously, Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGASWNo

FNo) is equal to ∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGA
SWNoFNo) = {LG}, and the preference ϕ5 can be
exploited. The set Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGA

SWNoFY es) coincides with ∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo ,
CFLGASWNoFY es) = {LG,F}, and the preferences
ϕ5 and ϕ7 can be exploited for the variables LG and
F , respectively. While ∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CF
LGCSWY esFY es) is equal to {SW,F}, it holds
that Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGCSWY esFY es)

is composed of the only variable SW , and the pre-
ference ϕ3 can be used for this comparison. The
preference ϕ3 can be also used when dealing with
Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGCSWY esFNo), which

coincides with the set ∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGC
SWY esFNo) = {SW}. As for Giorgio, Subsequent-
Work takes priority over LiteraryGenre for French
books, according toϕ3, and takes priority over FilmVer-
sion, because of the preference ϕ6 (or ϕ7), it follows
that the set of distinct variables ∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo,
CFLGASWY esFY es) has three elements {LG,SW,
F}, while Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGASWY es

FY es) is equal to the singleton set {SW}, and the
preference ϕ3 can be used in this case. For the last
comparison involving France, the preference ϕ3 is still
determinant, since ∆(CFLGCSWNoFNo, CFLGA
SWY esFNo) = {LG,SW}, but Θ

′
(CFLGCSWNoFNo,

CFLGASWY esFNo) = {SW}. When comparing the
outcome CFLGCSWNoFNo with any outcome o′ in
which CUK appears, Θ

′
contains only the undomi-

nated variable Country, and the preference ϕ1 can be
used to advantage CFLGCSWNoFNo over o′. �

4 CP-theories and Linked Open Data

As we stated in Section 1, the target of this work is
twofold. On the one hand, we want to supply the user
with a vocabulary to represent qualitative statements
formulated in terms of ceteris paribus semantics. On
the other hand, we aim to provide an encoding of user
preferences that can be used in a top-k query answer-
ing scenario. In this section, we start by proposing a
first ontology that allows a system to represent pref-
erential statements according to CP-theories in a very
straightforward way and an extended version to man-
age the directed graph on V introduced in Section 3
and exploited in Theorem 2. Note that RDF triples en-
coding the directed graph can be automatically derived
from the original preferential statements. In Section 5,
we provide a description of an implemented tool to in-
fer the RDF version of the directed graph, starting from
a set of conditional preferences. We deal with the com-
plementary target in Section 4.2, where we show how
to employ a user profile represented as an instantiation
of the extended ontology to encode the corresponding
preferences in a standard SPARQL query able to re-
trieve and rank resources in a personalized way.

Figure 2 shows the ontology that we modeled to
express user profiles in terms of CP-theory state-
ments4. The main idea behind the modelling of the
ontology is that we may express preferences on prop-
erties of items that the user is looking for, e.g.,
dbo:literaryGenre, dbo:country, dbo:
subsequentWork, or potentially dbo:filmVer-
sion. Hereafter, the ontology in Figure 2 will be re-
ferred to as the lite ontology.

The ontology is composed by four main classes and
nine properties. The class Value represents possible
values of a variable. If we look at the book Good-
Knyght! in Example 4, we see that the “actual values”
for which the user expresses a preference are com-
posed by both a property (e.g., dbo:country) and
its related object (e.g., db:United Kingdom). This
is the reason why the class Value is the domain of
the two properties attribute and value. The for-
mer mapping the property, the latter mapping the ob-
ject. Condition is used to express the conditional
part uϕ of a preference statement uϕ : xϕ > x

′

ϕ [Wϕ],
which is also the condition for the relative importance
[4] of the variable Xϕ over variables in Wϕ in case

4The corresponding OWL file is available at http:
//sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/lod/
ontologies/cpt_light.owl
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Fig. 2. A graphical representation of the lite version of the ontology
proposed to represent conditional statements.

Wϕ 6= ∅ . It is the domain of the property contains,
whose range is Value. The class Preference rep-
resents the whole conditional statement ϕ. The prop-
erties that it is domain of reflect the structure of
the preferential statement “given a Condition,
I prefer a Value over another Value, option-
ally irrespectiveOf some other variables”. The
class Variable is used to model the variables of a
CP-theory and it is domain of variableDomain,
whose range is Value. Finally, we have the bound
property needed to explicitly state if the value as-
sociated to an attribute is an actual value (as for
dbo:country and dbo:literaryGenre) or if it
represents the situation that we (do not) have a triple
involving the attribute, as for dbo:subsequent-
Work or dbo:filmVersion. Here, we adopted the
modeling choice of representing directly the condi-
tions generated by the combination of the values of
variables in Uϕ instead of relating the variables them-
selves. As an example, in case we have “Given an En-
glish book that is part of a saga, I prefer. . . ”, with
reference to the previous example, the corresponding
encoding will be

cpl:combined-cond a cpl:Condition ;
cpl:contains cpl:c1 ;
cpl:contains cpl:s1 .

We will see how this modelling choice will be useful
when embedding the CP-theory into a SPARQL query.

Notice that such classes and predicates are sufficient
for the user to express the CP-theory with her pref-
erential statements, and to facilitate the user experi-
ence even further, we built a user-friendly tool, where
preferences related to a specific domain (e.g., books or

movies) can be added. The aforementioned tool will be
extensively described in Section 5.

Example 4 (Books cont’d)
With respect to Giorgio’s preference “given an English
book, he prefers those being part of a saga”, if we
look in DBpedia, we may find, for instance, the book
GoodKnyght!. Indeed, we have:

@prefix db: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

db:GoodKnyght! a dbo:Book ;
dbo:country db:United_Kingdom ;
dbo:subsequentWork db:Whizzard! .

From the previous RDF statements, we see that Gior-
gio’s preference refers to values of objects in a triple
with reference to a specific predicate. Indeed, given
a set of resources of type dbo:Book such that the
value for dbo:country is db:United Kingdom,
he prefers those with an associated triple whose predi-
cate is dbo:subsequentWork. In order to be fully
compliant with the Linked Data technological stack,
we need a vocabulary/ontology that allows the user to
represent her preferences on different attributes of re-
sources that she might be interested in. Hence, with
reference to the ontology in Fig. 2, we have the follow-
ing RDF triples modeling the preference introduced at
the beginning of this example.

@prefix cpl: <http://sisinflab.poliba.it/
semanticweb/lod/ontologies/cpt_light.owl#>

@prefix db: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

cpl:country a cpl:Variable;
cpl:bound true;
cpl:variableDomain cpl:c1,cpl:c2.
cpl:c1 a cpl:Value;
cpl:attribute dbo:country;
cpl:value db:United_Kingdom.
cpl:c2 a cpl:Value;
cpl:attribute dbo:country;
cpl:value db:France.

cpl:subsequentWork a cpl:Variable;
cpl:bound false;
cpl:variableDomain cpl:s1, cpl:s2.
cpl:s1 a cpl:Value;
cpl:attribute dbo:subsequentWork;
cpl:value cpl:subsequentWorkYes.
cpl:s2 a cpl:Value;
cpl:attribute dbo:subsequentWork;
cpl:value cpl:subsequentWorkNo.
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cpl:cond a cpl:Condition;
cpl:contains cpl:c1.

cpl:pref a cpl:Preference;
cpl:given cpl:cond;
cpl:prefer cpl:s1;
cpl:over cpl:s2.

�

In order to compare two outcomes α and β as
in Theorem 2, the directed graph .α on V intro-
duced in Section 3 has to be defined. To this tar-
get, the lite ontology of Figure 2 is enriched with
two properties, namely moreImportantThan and
conditionallyMoreImportantThan, having
the class Variable as domain, and a new class
InstanceOfRelativeImportance. Such ex-
tended version will be referred to as the full on-
tology and is depicted in Figure 35. The property
moreImportantThan has the range Variable it-
self and is used for the transitive closure of depen-
dency and (unconditional) relative importance infor-
mation, i.e., for the transitive closure of edges Uϕ →
{Xϕ}∪Wϕ, and, if Uϕ = ∅, for {Xϕ} →Wϕ, for any
ϕ. The conditionallyMoreImportantThan
property takes into account the conditional relative im-
portance information. Its range is an instance of the
new class InstanceOfRelativeImportance,
which is used to represent a pair (uϕ, Z), Z ∈ Wϕ,
for a statement ϕ with Uϕ 6= ∅. In fact, the class
InstanceOfRelativeImportance is the do-
main of the property hasCondition, whose range is
the Condition instance representing uϕ, and of the
hasLessImportantVariable property, whose
range is the Variable instance for Z. In the fol-
lowing, when a variable X is linked via the property
conditionallyMoreImportantThan to an in-
stance of the class InstanceOfRelativeImpor-
tance, which, in turn, is linked by hasCondition
to a Condition C and by hasLessImportant-
Variable to a Variable Y , for the sake of sim-
plicity, X is “conditionallyMoreImportant-
Than Y under the Condition C”.

Both properties must act as transitive relations.
Therefore, the extension of the lite ontology requires

5The corresponding OWL file is available at http:
//sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/lod/
ontologies/cpt_full.owl

Fig. 3. A graphical representation of the full ontology proposed to
represent conditional statements.

first the definition of the transitive closure of property
moreImportantThan and then, for pairs of vari-
ables (Y,Z) not linked by it, the transitive closure of
property conditionallyMoreImportantThan
as follows:

– if variable Y is moreImportantThan a vari-
able X and at the same time variable X is
conditionallyMoreImportantThan a vari-
able Z, under a condition C not involving values
of Y , then the fact to add to the knowledge base is
“Y is conditionallyMoreImportantThan
Z under the condition C”;

– if Y is conditionallyMoreImportantThan a
variable X under a condition C, X is at the same
time moreImportantThan a variable Z, and
the condition C does not involve any value of
Z, then the additional fact to consider is “Y is
conditionallyMoreImportantThan Z
under the condition C”;

– if Y is conditionallyMoreImportantThan

a variable X under a condition C, and X is
conditionallyMoreImportantThan a vari-
able Z under a condition C ′, then the additional
fact that must be added to the knowledge base is
“Y is conditionallyMoreImportantThan
Z under the condition C ′′”, where C ′′=C ∧ C ′ is
the condition joining C and C ′, but only if C∧C ′
does not contains values of Y , Z or two different
values of any other variable.

According to the properties just introduced, given a
pair of outcomes (α, β), a variable X is in Θ

′
(α, β),

if there exist no variable X
′ ∈ ∆(α, β) that is more-

ImportantThan X and no variable X
′′∈ ∆(α, β)
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that is conditionallyMoreImportantThan
(u, X), with α extending u.

Example 5 (Books cont’d)
The encoding that corresponds to the CP-theory mod-
eling Giorgio’s preferences, i.e., ΓC−LG−SW−F of Ta-
ble 1, is represented in the Listing 1. For conciseness,
the prefix cpt is always assumed in the following for
<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/

lod/ontologies/cpt_full.owl\#>. �

@prefix cpt: <http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/
lod/ontologies/cpt_full.owl#>

@prefix db: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

cpt:country1 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:country;
cpt:value db:United_Kingdom.

cpt:country2 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:country;
cpt:value db:France.

cpt:genre1 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:literaryGenre ;
cpt:value db:Crime_fiction.

cpt:genre2 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:literaryGenre ;
cpt:value db:Autobiographical_novel.

cpt:sw1 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:subsequentWork;
cpt:value cpt:subsequentWorkYes.

cpt:sw2 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:subsequentWork;
cpt:value cpt:subsequentWorkNo.

cpt:film1 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:filmVersion;
cpt:value cpt:filmVersionYes.

cpt:film2 a cpt:Value;
cpt:attribute dbo:filmVersion;
cpt:value cpt:filmVersionNo.

cpt:conditionC1 a cpt:Condition;
cpt:contains cpt:country1.

cpt:conditionC2 a cpt:Condition;
cpt:contains cpt:country2.

cpt:conditionSW1 a cpt:Condition;
cpt:contains cpt:sw1.

cpt:conditionSW2 a cpt:Condition;
cpt:contains cpt:sw2.

cpt:country a cpt:Variable;
cpt:bound true;
cpt:variableDomain cpt:country1,cpt:country2;
cpt:moreImportantThan cpt:literaryGenre;
cpt:moreImportantThan cpt:subsequentWork;
cpt:moreImportantThan cpt:filmVersion.

cpt:literaryGenre a cpt:Variable;
cpt:bound true;
cpt:variableDomain cpt:genre1,cpt:genre2;
cpt:conditionallyMoreImportantThan

cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance1;
cpt:conditionallyMoreImportantThan

cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance3.
cpt:subsequentWork a cpt:Variable;

cpt:bound false;
cpt:variableDomain cpt:sw1, cpt:sw2;
cpt:moreImportantThan cpt:filmVersion;
cpt:conditionallyMoreImportantThan

cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance2.
cpt:filmVersion a cpt:Variable;

cpt:bound false;
cpt:variableDomain cpt:film1, cpt:film2.

cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance1
a cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance;
cpt:hasCondition cpt:conditionC1;
cpt:hasLessImportantVariable cpt:subsequentWork.

cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance2
a cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance;

cpt:hasCondition cpt:conditionC2;
cpt:hasLessImportantVariable cpt:literaryGenre.

cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance3
a cpt:instanceOfRelativeImportance;
cpt:hasCondition cpt:conditionC1;
cpt:hasLessImportantVariable cpt:filmVersion.

cpt:preference1 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:prefer cpt:country2;
cpt:over cpt:country1.

cpt:preference2 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:given cpt:conditionC1;
cpt:prefer cpt:genre2;
cpt:over cpt:genre1;
cpt:irrespectiveOf cpt:subsequentWork.

cpt:preference3 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:given cpt:conditionC2;
cpt:prefer cpt:sw2;
cpt:over cpt:sw1;
cpt:irrespectiveOf cpt:literaryGenre.

cpt:preference4 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:given cpt:conditionC1;
cpt:prefer cpt:sw1;
cpt:over cpt:sw2.

cpt:preference5 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:given cpt:conditionC2;
cpt:prefer cpt:genre1;
cpt:over cpt:genre2.

cpt:preference6 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:given cpt:conditionSW1;
cpt:prefer cpt:film1;
cpt:over cpt:film2.

cpt:preference7 a cpt:Preference;
cpt:given cpt:conditionSW2;
cpt:prefer cpt:film2;
cpt:over cpt:film1.

Listing 1: The RDF version of the CP-theory
ΓC−LG−SW−F in Table 1, according to the full ontology.

In Section 4.2, the RDF version of the CP-theory Γ,
encoding user preferences in terms of the full ontology,
will be embedded in SPARQL to retrieve a ranked list
of semantic resources ordered according to Γ.

4.1 The special case of CP-nets

Before moving to the description of how to encode a
CP-theory in a SPARQL query for personalized results
ranking, we point out that the ontological model just
described subsumes the vocabulary introduced in [25]
to represent CP-nets models. There, we proposed how
to model the information encoded in a CP-net through
an ontology and how to formulate the query able to
order outcomes accordingly in a consistent way. On
the other hand, we know that CP-nets are a special and
simple case of CP-theories and, therefore, we want to
show how the new ontology in Figure 3 can deal with
a CP-net.

The theoretical result exploited in [25] (namely
Corollary 4 of [3]) orders an outcome o over another
one o′, consistently with a CP-net N , if there exists a
variable X such that o and o′ assign the same values to
all ancestors of X in N and given the assignment pro-
vided by o (and o′) to the parents of X , i.e., Pa(X), o
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assigns a more preferred value to X than that assigned
by o′ (according to the conditional preference table of
X). The sufficient condition of Corollary 4 of [3] may
be reformulated asking for a variableX such that there
does not exist any variable moreImportantThan
X different in o and o′, and, given the assignment pro-
vided by o (and o′) to Pa(X), o assigns a more pre-
ferred value to X than that assigned by o′. The pred-
icate moreImportantThan, in fact, covers depen-
dency information and, when applied to a CP-net, al-
lows to define a set of variables coincident with the
ancestor set. Moreover, for a CP-net, the predicate
given for any instance of Preference ordering
the values of a variable may be used to define the par-
ent set of that variable. The ontological model pro-
posed in [25] for CP-nets is hence subsumed by the
full ontology of Figure 3. On the other hand, if one
wants to represent a CP-net according to the full ontol-
ogy, one has to consider that the dependency informa-
tion is the only kind of information required for CP-
nets, because there is no relative importance encoded.
This implies that the RDF version of the CP-net, in
terms of the full ontology, would not contain any predi-
cate conditionallyMoreImportantThan and
irrespectiveOf or any instance of the class
InstanceOfRelativeImportance.

4.2 Ordering SPARQL results via CP-theories

A model of the user’s preferences may be used to
order a query solution set. In the following, we assume
that the user is looking for the best k items satisfying
some (hard) constraints and that the choice for the best
ones is led by her preferences, formulated according
to the CP-theory semantics, on a set of variables V =
{X1,...,Xn}. That is, a CP-theory Γ related to a set
V of variables is used to solve a top-k query answer-
ing problem, where the ordering criterion is encoded in
Γ. In the presented approach, we concentrate on cuc-
acyclic CP-theories, to preserve the nice computational
properties introduced in Section 3.

The ultimate goal of our proposal can be summa-
rized by the following query formulated in a meta-
language on top of SPARQL:

SELECT ?item WHERE {?item satisfies hard
constraints}.
ORDER BY Γ
LIMIT k

Here, hard constraints are represented by a SPARQL
graph pattern where at least one triple has ?item
as subject. In the following, we use the notation
HC(?item) to denote the hard constraints associated
with the variable ?item.

Example 6 (Books cont’d)
“Giorgio really wants to relax, and so he is looking
only for books with more than 300 pages”. In this case,
his hard constraintsHC(?item) are represented by:

?item a dbo:Book.
?item dbo:numberOfPages ?page.
FILTER(?page>300). �

The computation of an answer to the previous query,
goes through the exploitation of Guser, which initially
contains the RDF-based modeling of Γ. The overall ap-
proach is composed of two main steps. Step 1 deals
with ordering the outcomes, which are complete as-
signments to the variables in V . In this first phase,
we build a query that returns a ranking over outcomes
consistent with Γ by exploiting Theorem 2. Eventu-
ally, Step 2 deals with ordering the items. In fact, in
this second phase, we exploit the results of the query
previously computed to define triples describing each
outcome and its position in the ranking. The triples
just computed are then added to Guser. Then, this sec-
ond step builds a query that retrieves from an exter-
nal SPARQL endpoint, e.g., DBpedia, the items sat-
isfying the hard constraints imposed by the user and
exploits Guser to map the items to the corresponding
outcomes and order them accordingly. Both steps are
detailed in the following.

Step 1: Ordering the Outcomes. From Theorem 2 in
Section 3, we know how to build a strict partial or-
der on a set of outcomes O extending >Γ by compar-
ing outcomes via �Γ. By means of the same meta-
language that we used before, the ordering of out-
comes can be done via Query 1. There, we see the out-
comes are ordered according to a counter represent-
ing the number of outcomes that they are able to�Γ-
dominate.

Query 1
SELECT ?outcome-Dominating

(COUNT(?outcome-dominated) AS ?counter)

WHERE

{

FILTER { ?outcome-Dominating�Γ ?outcome-dominated }

}

GROUP BY ?outcome-Dominating

ORDER BY DESC(?counter)
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The task of Query 1 is achieved by a SPARQL 1.1
query that acts on one pair of outcomes (α, β) at a
time by checking if α �Γ β. If α 6= β, the query
extracts from ∆(α, β), i.e., the set of different vari-
ables for outcomes α and β, the set Θ

′
(α, β) com-

posed of .α-undominated elements of ∆(α, β), being
.α the transitive closure of Jα(Γ). It also considers all
ϕ ∈ Γ and uses the UNION of Query 2 and Query 3
reported in the following to build all possible condi-
tions that let to state for any variable X ∈ V and any
pair of outcomes o, o

′
if o(X) �Xo o

′
(X). For each

variable Y ∈ Θ
′
(α, β), looking for a matching with

the subset of these conditions related to Y , the query
verifies if α(Y ) �Yα β(Y ). If this happens for every
Y ∈ Θ

′
(α, β), then the query concludes that α�Γ β,

that is α�Γ-dominate β. Eventually, all the outcomes
in O are ordered according to the number of outcomes
they�Γ-dominate.

Both Query 2 and Query 3 are posed against the ini-
tial RDF graph Guser representing the CP-theory Γ.

Given the variable Xi ∈ V with dom(Xi) =
{xi1, xi2, ..., xin}, we use the following notation rela-
tive to the corresponding instances cp : xi1, cp : xi2,...,
cp : xin of the class cp:Value:

– value(xij) is the object of the triple cp :xij
cp:value object;

– attribute(xij) denotes the object of the triple
cp :xij cp:attribute object;

– we call representative string of xij the con-
catenation of the two strings represented by
attribute(xij) and value(xij) respectively. The
combination of attribute(xij) and value(xij) is
used to represent xij , as they uniquely identify a
value in the domain of a variable. Indeed, in case
we used only value(xij), ambiguous situations
could arise when it is used in combination with
different attributes.

Finally, for an instance cp:c of the class cp:Condi-
tion, we call conditional values of cp:c all the ob-
jects of the triples cp:c cp:contains object.

Query 2
SELECT ?V1
(concat(str(?attrPrefer),str(?valuePrefer)) as ?Prefer)2
(concat(str(?attrPrefer),str(?valueOver)) as ?Over)3
WHERE4
{5
?preference cpt:prefer ?p;6

cpt:over ?o.7
FILTER NOT EXISTS {?preference cpt:given ?condition.}8
?V cpt:variableDomain ?p.9
?p cpt:attribute ?attrPrefer;10

cpt:value ?valuePrefer.11
?o cpt:value ?valueOver.12
}13

Query 2 processes elements ϕ of Γ with uϕ = >.
Within the query, they are represented by the vari-
able ?preference. The selection is made possi-
ble by the FILTER NOT EXISTS on the pattern
{?preference cpt:given ?condition .}
(line 8). Considering that the objects of properties
cpt:prefer and cpt:over must be distinct val-
ues of the same variable, the query firstly extracts the
variable that the preference acts on, i.e., ?V (line 1 and
line 9). Then, it computes the representative strings,
?Prefer and ?Over (lines 2-3) for the objects ?p
and ?o of the two triples involving cpt:prefer and
cpt:over (lines 10-12).

Query 3

SELECT DISTINCT ?V ?ConcatenatedParent ?Prefer ?Over WHERE{1
SELECT ?condition ?V2
(GROUP CONCAT(concat(str(?attr),str(?value)); separator="")3
as ?ConcatenatedParent)4
(concat(str(?attrPrefer),str(?valuePrefer)) as ?Prefer)5
(concat(str(?attrPrefer),str(?valueOver)) as ?Over)6

WHERE7
{8
?preference cpt:given ?condition;9

cpt:prefer ?p;10
cpt:over ?o.11

?V cpt:variableDomain ?p.12
?p cpt:attribute ?attrPrefer;13

cpt:value ?valuePrefer.14
?o cpt:value ?valueOver.15
?condition cpt:contains ?c.16
?c cpt:attribute ?attr;17

cpt:value ?value.18
}19
GROUP BY ?condition ?V ?attrPrefer ?valuePrefer ?valueOver20
}21

Differently from the previous query, Query 3 is used
to process statements ϕ belonging to Γ with Uϕ 6= ∅.
The selection is made via the pattern {?preference
cpt:given ?condition.} (line 9). Let us con-
sider first the nested subquery in lines 2–20. For
each instance of class Preference, such query ex-
tracts the variable ?V that the preference is about
(lines 2 and 12) and considers the cpt:given con-
dition ?condition (line 9), extracting its corre-
sponding conditional values (line 16). The repre-
sentative strings of such conditional values are then
computed (lines 17-18) and concatenated at lines 3-
4 in ?ConcatenatedParent, grouping by con-
dition. The variables ?Prefer and ?Over are de-
fined similarly to Query 2. The external query is
just used to restrict the result set to variables ?V,
?ConcatenatedParent, ?Prefer, ?Over.

The UNION of Queries 2 and 3 returns a set of
quadruples 〈?V, ?ConcatenatedParent, ?Prefer,
?Over〉, with ?ConcatenatedParent optionally
not instantiated, able to locally (with respect to vari-
able ?V) order an outcome over another one.
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In fact, after the computation of all possible out-
comes via Queries 2 and 3, we now need to order
them based on the preferences expressed in Γ. The
preference-based reasoning is performed exclusively
by means of the SPARQL 1.1 query OrderingQuery.
Algorithm 1 in Appendix A provides the procedure
to generate the ordering query on outcomes and de-
tails the pair of FILTER NOT EXISTS responsible
of building Θ

′
(α, β) from ∆(α, β). The algorithm

takes in inputs the RDF version of user’s CP-theory Γ,
i.e., Guser, and has as output the OrderingQuery. Such
query returns as result all the outcomes ordered ac-
cording to�Γ, which is a strict partial order extending
the order induced by Γ overO, as stated in Theorem 2.
In particular, the query returns for each outcome o the
values of variables of Γ in o and the numerical score
representing the position of o in the ranking imposed
by�Γ.

The reasoning procedure under the comparison be-
tween the pair of outcomes (α, β) is further described
in the following, for a better clarification:

1. The query computes the set Θ
′
(α, β) by consider-

ing the variablesX in the set ∆(α, β) for which it
does not exist: (i) a variable X

′ ∈ ∆(α, β) linked
to X by property cpt:moreImportantThan
and (ii) a variable X

′′ ∈ ∆(α, β) which is
cpt:conditionallyMoreImportantThan
than X under a condition extended by α.

2. The query counts the number of variablesX from
the set Θ

′
(α, β) that let to state α(X) �Xα β(X)

and compares it to the cardinality of Θ
′
(α, β);

3. If the numerical values coincide, which means
that for each variable X in Θ

′
(α, β), α(X) �Xα

β(X) holds, then the query concludes that α�Γ

β.

Step 2: Ordering the Items. Given the information on
outcomes returned by the OrderingQuery at the previ-
ous step, on both values of variables and position in
the ranking, an external dataset, e.g., DBpedia, may
be queried, asking for items satisfying the hard con-
straints (HC(?item)) imposed by the user and such
that, when limiting the attention on variables in V , they
match the description of an outcome. Items are then
ordered according to the ranking over corresponding
outcomes.

The procedure to retrieve items ordered according
to user’s preferences ground on a SPARQL server, e.g.,
Apache Jena Fuseki, and is made up of four phases:

– the loading of user’s preferences;

– an insert to add information about outcomes;
– the execution of a federated query;
– the (optional) dropping of user’s preferences.

First of all, the user’s preferences file is loaded in
the SPARQL server through the LOAD operation and
becomes the user’s graph of preferences Guser.

Example 7 (Book cont’d)
If the path to the RDF file encoding Giorgio’s prefer-
ences (see Listing 1) is generally denoted as path to ttl file,
the load operation is executed as follows:

prefix g:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/graphs/>

LOAD path to ttl file INTO GRAPH g:Giorgio preferences

�

The OrderingQuery able to order the outcomes
according to �Γ is then executed. The information
returned by the OrderingQuery is used to integrate
the graph of user’s preferences Guser with additional
triples on outcomes. Specifically, the following triples
are defined for each outcome: a triple of the form
{?URIOutcome cpt:hasScore ?score} for
the position in the ranking and triples describing the
outcome, i.e., a triple of the type {?URIOutcome
cpt:hasValueForX ?ValueForX} for every
variable X of Γ. For the sake of true, the subject of
such triples, i.e., ?URIOutcome, is the result of ap-
plying to the outcome the URI function, which con-
structs a URI by resolving the string argument. Such
information are added to the graph of user’s prefer-
ences Guser through an INSERT.

Example 8 (Book cont’d)
For the CP-theory ΓC−LG−SW−F with Giorgio’s pref-
erences, the INSERT operation would behave as fol-
lows:

prefix cpt:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/
lod/ontologies/cpt full.owl#>

prefix dbo:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
prefix db:<http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
prefix g:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/graphs/>

INSERT { GRAPH g:Giorgio preferences
{?URIOutcome cpt:hasScore ?counter .
?URIOutcome cpt:hasValueForCountry ?country_D;

cpt:hasValueForLiteraryGenre ?genre_D;
cpt:hasValueForSubsequentWork ?subwork_D;
cpt:hasValueForFilmVersion ?filmVersion_D.

}
}
where { GRAPH g:Giorgio preferences {

OrderingQuery
}
}
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where OrderingQuery denotes the ordering query over
outcomes returned by Algorithm 1 in Appendix A. The
output of Algorithm 1 applied to Listing 1 is available
in Appendix B. �

The next step is the execution of a federated query,
composed of two subqueries. The first subquery re-
trieves the items satisfying the hard constraints im-
posed by the user (the constraints HC(?item) intro-
duced above), and for each item it looks for the val-
ues of variables of the CP-theory. The retrieval of val-
ues grounds on the VALUES construct for variables
that are cpt:bound true and on the combination
of BIND, IF and EXISTS otherwise. The second sub-
query acts on the user’s preferences graph Guser, re-
trieving for each outcome its score and the variables
values. A matching between items and outcomes is
hence performed through such values and the items are
finally ordered according to the position in the ranking
of the relative outcome.

Example 9 (Book cont’d)
Suppose that Giorgio is interested in the top-5 list of
books matching his hard constraints (see Example 6),
ordered according to his preferences encoded in the
CP-theory ΓC−LG−SW−F of Table 1. The federated
query to carry out the searching task would be as fol-
lows:

prefix cpt:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/
lod/ontologies/cpt full.owl#>

prefix dbo:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
prefix db:<http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
prefix g:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/graphs/>

SELECT ?item_D ?score WHERE {
{SERVICE <http://dbpedia.org/sparql> {

SELECT DISTINCT ?item_D ?genre_D ?country_D
?subwork_D?filmVersion_D WHERE{

?item_D a dbo:Book;
dbo:numberOfPages ?page_D.

FILTER(?page_D>300).
?item_D dbo:literaryGenre ?genre_D;

dbo:country ?country_D.
VALUES (?genre_D) {
(db:Crime_fiction)
(db:Autobiographical_novel)
}
VALUES (?country_D) {
(db:France)
(db:United_Kingdom)
}
BIND(IF(EXISTS{?item_D dbo:subsequentWork ?object},

cpt:subsequentWorkYes, cpt:subsequentWorkNo
AS ?subwork_D).

BIND(IF(EXISTS{?item_D dbo:filmVersion ?object},
cpt:filmVersionYes,cpt:filmVersionNo)
AS ?filmVersion_D).

}
}
}
{graph g:Giorgio preferences {

SELECT ?score ?genre_D ?country_D ?subwork_D
?filmVersion_D WHERE{

?s cpt:hasScore ?score;
cpt:hasValueForCountry ?country_D;
cpt:hasValueForLiteraryGenre ?genre_D;
cpt:hasValueForSubsequentWork ?subwork_D;

cpt:hasValueForFilmVersion ?filmVersion_D.
}
}
}
}
ORDER BY DESC(?score)
LIMIT 5

�

Finally, the graph with user’s preferences Guser can
be optionally eliminated with a DROP operation.

Example 10 (Book cont’d)
The graph related to Giorgio’s preferences may be
dropped as follows:

prefix g:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/graphs/>

DROP GRAPH g:Giorgio preferences

�

5 Application

We know describe a tool6 implementing the frame-
work described in previous sections and aimed at sup-
porting the end-user in retrieving a list of semantic re-
sources ordered according to her preferences formu-
lated under the CP-theory formalism. The tool just
asks for preferential statements formulated under the
CP-theory formalism, i.e., “given uϕ, xϕ is strictly pre-
ferred to x′ϕ , all else being equal, but irrespective of
the values of variables in Wϕ”. With reference to the
ontologies introduced in Section 4, this means that for
this preliminary step of preference definition, the inter-
ested user only has to deal with classes and properties
of the lite ontology of Figure 2. In particular, after the
selection of the domain of interest, the user inserts her
preferences as depicted in Figure 4. The interface man-
ages both instances of variables cpt:bound true
and cpt:bound false, as introduced in Section 4.
In the former case, the variable which the preference
is “about” and the couple of values separated by word
“over” must be introduced; in the latter case, the user
has to specify whether the presence or the absence of a
variable is preferred. Optionally, she can insert a “Con-
dition” under which the above order holds and explicit,
in the “Irrespective” section, the set of variables for
the (conditional) relative importance. She can insert as

6The tool is available at http://sisinf03.poliba.it:
10002/cppreferences.html
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much preferences as she wants with the “add Another
Preference” button or complete the insertion procedure
with the “Insert Preferences” button.

When this second button is pressed, the tool takes
care that the user has defined the transitive closure of
those preferential statements related to multiple val-
ues of a variable. More clearly, if ϕ1 (i.e., uϕ1 : x >
x̂ [Wϕ1 ]) and ϕ2 (i.e., uϕ2 : x̂ > x̄ [Wϕ2 ]) have been
inserted, with x, x̂, x̄ ∈ dom(X), and uϕ1

and uϕ2

do not contain two different values of the same vari-
able, then the rule ϕ3 (i.e., uϕ3

: x > x̄ [Wϕ3
]) is

added, if missing (where uϕ3 is the condition join-
ing uϕ1 and uϕ2 , and Wϕ3 is the intersection of sets
Wϕ1

and Wϕ2
). As an example in the movie domain,

one may state that (ϕ1) the actor Hugh Grant is pre-
ferred over Colin Firth for comedy films irrespec-
tive of the country of production and that (ϕ2) Colin
Firth is preferred over Joaquin Phoenix for movies di-
rected by Woody Allen. In this case, the additional
fact to add would be that (ϕ3) Hugh Grant is preferred
over Joaquin Phoenix for comedy movies directed by
Woody Allen ceteris paribus and with no relative im-
portance specification, since the intersection of sets
Wϕ1

and Wϕ2
is empty. The tool then exploits the

user’s preferences as the facts of a knowledge base
and generates the predicates moreImportantThan
and conditionallyMoreImportantThan of
the full ontology of Figure 3, managing properly their
transitive closure, as described in Section 4 7.

The tool also helps the user to understand if her CP-
theory is cuc-acyclic or not. It returns an error mes-
sage to the user if the CP-theory is not locally consis-
tent or the directed graph Juϕ(Γ) on V , for any uϕ in-
troduced by the user in her preferential statements, is
cyclic. Otherwise it returns the encoding that can be
used to query the DBpedia dataset.

As an alternative to the manual insertion of pref-
erences, the user can decide to upload a file of pref-
erences written according to the lite ontology, using
the specific top right button. The transitivity and cuc-
acyclicity checking and the introduction of the addi-
tional class and properties of the full ontology would
be performed in this case as well.

At this point, a file with user preferences is available
and can be visualized by pushing the button of Figure

7The set of rules that allow to manage the definition and the
transitive closure of both properties moreImportantThan
and conditionallyMoreImportantThan is available at
http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/
lod/ontologies/rules.pl.

5 (a) or exploited directly to formulate a query against
DBpedia through the button of Figure 5 (b).

More specifically, when the button of Figure 5 (b)
is pressed, an interface as the one depicted in Figure 6
appears. There, the user may insert her own hard con-
straints (in the central text box) and specify the number
k of results to use in the LIMIT, which by default is
set to 10. The query returns the top-k list of items be-
longing to the domain of interest (e.g., books as in Fig-
ure 6), satisfying the hard constraints and ordered ac-
cording to user’s preferences (available in the full RDF
file).

Example 11 (Book cont’d)
Introducing Giorgio’s preferences, contained in the
CP-theory of Table 1, in the proposed tool would pro-
duce the top-5 list of results shown in Table 2. The re-
sults refer to the release of DBpedia 2015-048 (also
known as: 2015 A).

By looking in DBpedia, one can observe an exact
matching with the expected order shown in Example
3, according to the following triples:

@prefix db: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

db:An_Uncertain_Place dbo:country db:France ;
dbo:literayGenre db:Crime_fiction .

db:Requiem_for_a_Fish dbo:country db:France ;
dbo:literayGenre db:Crime_fiction .

db:Blood_Red_Rivers dbo:country db:France ;
dbo:literayGenre db:Crime_fiction .

db:Tropic_of_Capricorn_(novel) dbo:country db:France ;
dbo:literayGenre
db:Autobiographical_novel .

db:Have_Mercy_on_Us_All dbo:country db:France ;
dbo:literayGenre db:Crime_fiction ;
dbo:subsequentWork
db:Wash_This_Blood_Clean_from_My_Hand.

?item D ?score

db:An Uncertain Place 15

db:Requiem for a Fish 15

db:Blood Red Rivers 15

db:Tropic of Capricorn (novel) 13

db:Have Mercy on Us All 9
Table 2

The top-5 list of items retrieved for preferences in the CP-theory of
Table 1.

�

8http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
dbpedia-data-set-2015-04
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Fig. 4. Preferences Insertion.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The buttons to display the Full RDF File (a) or to formulate a
preference-based query (b).

Fig. 6. The interface to build the query.

6 Related works

The ability to infer, model and reason with user pref-
erences has been recognized as a prominent research
direction in many fields, especially artificial intelli-
gence (AI) [14]. Preferences are generally classified
as quantitative, if they make use of a scoring func-
tion to assess an order over the available resources,
resulting in a total order, or qualitative, if they are
treated independently, resulting in incomparable re-
sources and a partial preference order. Much work
has focused on qualitative approaches, since these are
closer to how people express their preferences. Follow-
ing the overview over qualitative multi-attribute prefe-
rence reasoning approaches provided by [24], in the AI
research field, it is possible to find:

– methods that use specific logic-based languages
to represent qualitative preferences and derive
utility functions, exploiting for instance machine

learning techniques, such as support vector ma-
chines [10] [11];

– methods adopting graphical structure to represent
and reason on preferences, e.g., CP-nets [3] and
TCP-nets [4];

– methods that extend constraints satisfaction prob-
lems and incorporate soft constraints, as in the ap-
proximation of CP-nets with soft-constraints de-
scribed in [13] and [12].

Databases are another research area where preferences
have been investigated. In a relational database man-
agement system, for example, the top-k (or ranking)
queries represent a quantitative approach, since they
return the k best matches according to a numerical
score. In [23], a formalism supporting ranking queries
for a relational database is presented. With reference
to the qualitative approach instead, skyline queries [2]
extend the notion of best matching to contexts where
multiple independent scores have to be taken into ac-
count. The result of a skyline query is a set of ob-
jects that are no worse than any other across all di-
mensions of a set of independent boolean or numer-
ical preferences [2]. Within the database community,
both Chomicki [5] [6] and independently Kießling and
colleagues [20] [21] formalized the first examples of
preference-based querying languages, that is, exten-
sions of SQL that support the specification of quanti-
tative and qualitative queries.

The notion of preference is of primary importance
also in the Linked Open Data context. The provision
of means to enable users to look for data sources (e.g.,
SPARQL endpoints) and data content that is tailored
to their individual preferences is one of the target of
the original project by Tim Berners-Lee et al. Even
the motivating example proposed in the introductory
article about the Semantic Web [1] can be interpreted
as a preference-based search, as extensively discussed
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in [26]. Based on this insight, in [26], the authors
add preference-based querying capabilities to the most
known Semantic Web query language, SPARQL. How-
ever, when the paper was published, it was not possi-
ble to specify multiple (independent) preference di-
mensions in SPARQL, and consequently the authors
had to introduce the PREFERRING solution modifier.
For example, Query 1 provides a preference-enabled
SPARQL query for a user who is searching for an
appointment, preferring excellent therapist, appoint-
ments out of the rush hour and later appointments over
earlier ones, if both are equal with respect to the rush
hour constraint.

Query 1

1 SELECT ?appointment WHERE {
2 ?terapist :rated ?rating;
3 :offers ?appointment.
4 ?appointment :starts ?start;
5 :ends ?end.
6 PREFERRING (?rating = excellent AND
7 ?end < 1600 || ?start > 1800
8 CASCADE HIGHEST(?start))
9 }

At line 6, the PREFERRING clause behaves as a solu-
tion modifier, and the AND keyword separates indepen-
dent preference dimensions. The CASCADE keyword
at line 8 allows to give higher priority to the left-hand
preference over the right-hand one. A mapping opera-
tion between an OWL ontology, called OWLPref, and
the SPARQL Preference syntax of [26] has been pro-
posed by [22]. OWLPref lets to represent in a declar-
ative, domain-independent and machine-interpretable
way several kind of preferences, namely SimplePref-
erence, CompositePreference, which makes composi-
tions of the former and ConditionalPreference, which
models preferences that vary according to the context,
thanks to a property OnCondition. However, consider-
ing the unavailability of conditional preferences in the
SPARQL Preference syntax of [26], the use of Condi-
tionalPreference in OWLPref seems of marginal util-
ity.

The PrefSPARQL syntax of [18] keeps the goal of
identifying the Pareto-optimal set, but introduces pref-
erences at the level of filters. It still uses the AND to
separate independent dimensions and build what the
authors called MultidimesionalPref. Each “dimension”
is either a conditional preference (IF-THEN-ELSE)
or an atomic preference, which in turn can be a sim-
ple expression or can involve more complex constructs
[18]. Besides the support for conditional preferences
and the substitution of CASCADE with PRIOR TO,

probably the main innovative point of [18] with re-
spect to [26] is that the preference-enabled query they
propose can be completely rewritten using SPARQL
1.1 characteristics. In particular, [18] uses the FILTER
NOT EXISTS. The translation of Query 1 according
to the PrefSPARQL query rewriting approach is given
in Query 2.

Query 2

1 SELECT ?appointmentA WHERE {
2 ?terapistA :rated ?ratingA;
3 :offers ?appointmentA.
4 ?appointmentA :starts ?startA;
5 :ends ?endA.
6 BIND ((?ratingA = :excellent) AS ?Pref1A)
7 BIND ((?endA < 16 || ?startA > 18:00) AS ?Pref2A)
8 BIND ((?startA) AS ?Pref3A)
9 FILTER NOT EXISTS {

10 ?terapistB :rated ?ratingB;
11 :offers ?appointmentB.
12 ?appointmentB :starts ?startB;
13 :ends ?endB.
14 BIND ((?ratingB = :excellent) AS ?Pref1B)
15 BIND ((?endB < 1600 || ?startB > 1800) AS ?Pref2B)
16 BIND ((?startB) AS ?Pref3B)
17 FILTER (
18 ((?Pref1B > ?Pref1A) &&
19 !((?Pref2B < ?Pref2A) ||
20 (?Pref3B < ?Pref3A && ?Pref2B = ?Pref2A)))
21 ||
22 (!(?Pref1B < ?Pref1A) &&
23 ((?Pref2B > ?Pref2A) ||
24 (?Pref3B > ?Pref3A && ?Pref2B = ?Pref2A))))}
25 }

The query looks for appointments ?appointmentA
satisfying a certain pattern expressed in lines 2–5.
The research is carried out checking that there is
no ?appointmentB that verifies the same pat-
tern (lines 10–13) and dominates ?appointmentA
in any preference dimension. The example refers
to only two independent preference dimensions and
the situations when ?appointmentB dominates
?appointmentA are represented in the branches of
|| symbol at line 21, that is, lines 18–20 and lines 22–
24. For the sake of completeness, ?appointmentB
would dominate ?appointmentA if it was better in
one dimension (line 18 or line 23–24) and no worse
in the other one (line 19–20 or line 22). The PRIOR
TO preference relation is encoded in lines 19–20 and
23–24 through the || operator.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have shown how user preferences
can be taken into account while querying Linked Open
Data datasets. Having realized that the Pareto-optimal
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set identification could be not enough, we moved be-
yond it proposing an approach to retrieve a ranked
list of semantic resources, ordered according to user’s
soft constraints. We focused on qualitative preferences,
which are closer to how a user makes decision, espe-
cially in a multi-attribute context, and integrated the
partial order implied by a qualitative approach into a
top-k scenario, that is, returning to the user who is for-
mulating qualitative preferential statements, a ranked
list of resources, optionally limited in its size, ordered
according to her preferences. Among qualitative ap-
proaches to preference reasoning, we relied on CP-
theories, a general and well-known formalism based
on the ceteris paribus semantics. We proposed an on-
tological vocabulary to model CP-theories by means
of RDF statements under the ceteris paribus semantics.
Then, we presented an algorithm able to build a stan-
dard SPARQL 1.1 query encoding the CP-theory and
able to retrieve a ranked set of resources satisfying the
corresponding preferential constraints. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first attempt to encode the semantics
of a CP-theory into a SPARQL query and, along with
[25], the first approach that lets SPARQL to retrieve
a ranked list of resources ordered according to user’s
preferences. As a future direction of our research, we
are working on approaches proposed for automated
CP-nets and CP-theories elicitation [7,17].
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Appendix

Appendix A Query Formulation Algorithm for
CP-theories

Algorithm 1 has the user’s preferences graph Guser as
input, that is the RDF version of user’s CP-theory Γ
in terms of the full ontology and returns the SPARQL
query able to order outcomes according to �Γ, a
strict partial order extending >Γ (see Theorem 2).
Line 5 computes, for each outcome o, the values (of
variables in V ) it is composed of, through the string
Outcome D values built with the for cycle of lines
2–4. The string Outcome D values contains just the
names of variables in V with a suffix D. Line 5 com-
putes also the number of outcomes o′ that o domi-
nates according to�Γ, referred to as ?counter. The
counting is made possible by the combination of the
COUNT in line 5 and the GROUP BY in line 26. The
?counter variable is then used by the ORDER BY
in line 27 to rank the result set. It is worth to no-
tice that line 5 asks for URI(?outcome D) and not
just for ?outcome D, since this entity will be em-
ployed as the subject of triples at the beginning of
Step 2 described in Section 4.2. Given a pair of out-
comes (o, o′), lines from 6 to 24 are used to iden-
tify the set of variables Θ

′
(o, o′) and among them the

set of variables {X ∈ Θ
′
(o, o′): o(X) �Xo o′(X)}.

The first nested subquery (line 7 to 21) considers
one pair of outcomes at a time, ?outcome D and
?outcome d, where D and d stand respectively for
Dominating and dominated. The for loop of lines 8–
17 allows to consider first ?outcome D and then
?outcome d. For each of them, the nested loop of
lines 9–11 introduces the values corresponding to the
variables in V . For each variable Xi ∈ V , Algorithm
1 looks for values ?Xi y filtering only elements of
the set {value(xi1), value(xi2)} in the binary case,
or {value(xi1),..., value(xin)} elsewhere, through the
VALUES assignment at line 10. The algorithm requires
that a list W of variables is defined from the set of
variables V of Γ: the variables that refer to each in-
stance of Condition must appear in the same order
in W , optionally allowing some recurrence. At lines
12-16, the outcome is explicitly built by concatenating,
according to the order imposed by W, the values ex-
tracted for various ?Xi y together with attribute(Xi),
for all members of W . Line 18 is added to verify that
the pair of outcomes to compare is made of distinct
elements.
At line 19 the patterns and the FILTER are used

Algorithm 1
1: procedure GENERATEORDERINGQUERYFORCP-

THEORIES(Guser)
2: for all Xi ∈ V do
3: Outcome D values+=?Xi D
4: end for
5: OrderingQuery = SELECT (URI(?outcome D)

AS ?URIOutcome) Outcome D values
(COUNT(DISTINCT ?outcome d) AS
?counter) WHERE{ ;

6: OrderingQuery += {SELECT
DISTINCT ?outcome D ?outcome d

Outcome D values (count(DISTINCT
?V) AS ?counterVundominated)

(sum((?counterBind)) AS
?counterV) WHERE{ ;

7: OrderingQuery += {SELECT
DISTINCT ?outcome D ?outcome d ?V

Outcome D values WHERE{ ;
8: for y ∈ {D, d} do
9: for all Xi ∈ V do

10: OrderingQuery += VALUES(?Xi y)
{(value(xi1)) (value(xi2))} ;

11: end for
12: OrderingQuery += BIND(CONCAT(STR( ;
13: for i = 1, . . . , |W | − 1 do
14: OrderingQuery += attribute(Xi)),

STR(?Xi y), ;
15: end for
16: OrderingQuery += STR(attribute(X|W |)),

STR(?X|W | y)) AS ?outcome y). ;
17: end for
18: OrderingQuery +=

FILTER(?outcome D!=?outcome d). ;
19: OrderingQuery += ?V a cpt:Variable.

?V cpt:variableDomain ?variable1.
?variable1 cpt:value ?value1.
?V cpt:variableDomain ?variable2.
?variable2 cpt:value ?value2.

FILTER (!(?value1=?value2)&&
contains(?outcome D,str(?value1))&&
contains(?outcome d,str(?value2))).

;
20: OrderingQuery += FILTER NOT EXISTS{

?V2 cpt:moreImportantThan ?V.
?V2 cpt:variableDomain ?vd1.
?vd1 cpt:value ?v1.
?V2 cpt:variableDomain ?vd2.
?vd2 cpt:value ?v2.
FILTER((!(?v1=?v2))&&
contains(?outcome D,str(?v1)) &&
contains(?outcome d,str(?v2))). }

;
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21: OrderingQuery += FILTER NOT EXISTS{ ?V3
cpt:conditionallyMoreImportantThan
?instanceOfRelativeImportance.

?instanceOfRelativeImportance
cpt:hasCondition ?C.

?instanceOfRelativeImportance
cpt:hasLessImportantVariable ?V.

?V3 cpt:variableDomain ?vd13.
?vd13 cpt:value ?v13.

?V3 cpt:variableDomain ?vd23.
?vd23 cpt:value ?v23.

{Select distinct ?C
(GROUP CONCAT(CONCAT(str(?attr),str(?value))

; separator ="") as ?Concatenated)
where{ ?C cpt:contains ?c.
?c cpt:attribute ?attr;

cpt:value ?value. }
GROUP BY ?C }

FILTER(CONTAINS(?outcome D,?Concatenated)).
FILTER(!(?v13=?v23)&&
contains(?outcome D,str(?v13)) &&
contains(?outcome d,str(?v23))). } }}
;

22: OrderingQuery += {SELECT DISTINCT ?V
?ConcatenatedParent

?Prefer ?Over WHERE{ {Query 2} UNION
{Query 3} }} ;

23: OrderingQuery += BIND( IF( ((
!BOUND(?ConcatenatedParent) &&
contains(?outcome D,?Prefer)&&
contains(?outcome d,?Over))

|| ( BOUND(?ConcatenatedParent)
&& ?ConcatenatedParent!="" &&
contains(?outcome D,?ConcatenatedParent)
&& contains(?outcome D,?Prefer) &&
contains(?outcome d,?Over)))

,1,0) as ?counterBind ) ;
24: OrderingQuery += } GROUP BY ?outcome D

Outcome D values
?outcome d } ;

25: OrderingQuery +=
FILTER(?counterV=?counterVundominated)}
;

26: OrderingQuery += GROUP BY ?outcome D
Outcome D values ;

27: OrderingQuery += ORDER BY DESC
(?counter) ;

28: return OrderingQuery
29: end procedure

to identify the variables ?V with different values
?value1 and ?value2 in the outcomes ?outcome D
and ?outcome d, namely the variables in the set
∆(?outcome D,?outcome d). As imposed by the

couple of FILTER NOT EXISTS of lines 20 and 21,
these variables ?V are such that:

– there does not exist any variable ?V2 in the
set ∆(?outcome D,?outcome d) which is
moreImportantThan ?V;

– there does not exist any variable ?V3 in the
set ∆(?outcome D,?outcome d) which is
conditionallyMoreImportantThan ?V
under a Condition extended by ?outcome D.

In particular, the nested subquery appearing within the
FILTER NOT EXISTS of line 21 extracts only the
instances of Condition extended by ?outcome D,
building the representative strings of the conditional
values, concatenating them in ?Concatenated and
checking the inclusion of the string ?Concatenated
in ?outcome D through FILTER and CONTAINS.
The pair of FILTER NOT EXISTS of lines 20 and
21 allows therefore to identify the set of variables
Θ

′
(?outcome D, ?outcome d).
The UNION of Query 2 and Query 3 is added at

line 22. It returns a set of quadruples of the general
form 〈?V, ?ConcatenatedParent, ?Prefer,
?Over〉, able to order an outcome over another
one, locally with respect to ?V. For each variable
?V within the set Θ

′
(?outcome D, ?outcome d),

the IF of line 23 verifies if one of the quadruples
on variable ?V can be used to order ?outcome D
over ?outcome d locally with respect to ?V. In
particular, for quadruples with a missing value for
?ConcatenatedParent it is sufficient to verify
if ?outcome D contains the better value of a prefe-
rence, i.e., ?Prefer, and ?outcome d contains the
relative worse value ?Over. Instead, for quadruples
with a bound value for ?ConcatenatedParent,
it must happens that ?outcome D contain the value
of ?ConcatenatedParent as well as ?Prefer
and ?outcome d contain the value of ?Over. If
one of the || (or) conditions happens, the BIND in-
stantiate the value of ?counterBind to 1 , other-
wise to 0. The ?counterBind value is summed
up across all instantiation of ?V in Θ

′
(?outcome D,

?outcome d) and it resolves into ?counterV at
line 6. The same line computes also the cardinality of
Θ

′
(?outcome D, ?outcome d), namely the value

?counterVundominated. The FILTER at line 25
verifies if the pair of values ?counterVundominated
and ?counterV coincides, that is if ?outcome D(X)
�X?outcome D ?outcome d(X) for all variables X
in Θ

′
(?outcome D, ?outcome d). In conclusion, if

the FILTER of line 25 returns true then ?outcome D
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dominates ?outcome d with respect to �Γ and its
?counter value is incremented of a unit. Only dis-
tinct dominated outcomes are counted, through the so-
lution modifier DISTINCT at line 5.
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Appendix B Ordering Query for the Book Example

prefix cpt:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/lod/ontologies/cpt full.owl#>
prefix dbpedia-owl:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
prefix dbpedia:<http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
prefix g:<http://sisinflab.poliba.it/semanticweb/graphs/>
SELECT (URI(?outcome_D) AS ?URIOutcome) ?genre_D ?country_D ?subwork_D

?filmVersion_D (COUNT(DISTINCT ?outcome_d) AS ?counter)
WHERE
{
{ SELECT DISTINCT ?outcome_D ?outcome_d ?genre_D ?country_D ?subwork_D

?filmVersion_D (COUNT(DISTINCT ?V) AS ?counterVundominated)
(SUM((?counterBind))AS ?counterV)
WHERE
{
{SELECT DISTINCT ?outcome_D ?outcome_d ?V ?genre_D ?country_D ?subwork_D

?filmVersion_D
WHERE
{
VALUES (?genre_D) {
(dbpedia:Crime_fiction) (dbpedia:Autobiographical_novel)

}
VALUES (?country_D) {
(dbpedia:France) (dbpedia:United_Kingdom)
}
VALUES (?subwork_D) {
(cpt:subsequentWorkYes) (cpt:subsequentWorkNo)

}
VALUES (?filmVersion_D) {

(cpt:filmVersionYes) (cpt:filmVersionNo)
}
BIND (CONCAT(STR(dbpedia-owl:country),STR(?country_D),

STR(dbpedia-owl:literaryGenre),STR(?genre_D),
STR(dbpedia-owl:subsequentWork),STR(?subwork_D),
STR(dbpedia-owl:filmVersion),STR(?filmVersion_D)) AS ?outcome_D).

VALUES (?genre_d) {
(dbpedia:Crime_fiction) (dbpedia:Autobiographical_novel)

}
VALUES (?country_d) {

(dbpedia:France) (dbpedia:United_Kingdom)
}
VALUES (?subwork_d) {

(cpt:subsequentWorkYes) (cpt:subsequentWorkNo)
}
VALUES (?filmVersion_d) {

(cpt:filmVersionYes) (cpt:filmVersionNo)
}
BIND (CONCAT(STR(dbpedia-owl:country),STR(?country_d),

STR(dbpedia-owl::literaryGenre),STR(?genre_d),
STR(dbpedia-owl:subsequentWork),STR(?subwork_d),
STR(dbpedia-owl:filmVersion),STR(?filmVersion_d)) AS ?outcome_d).

FILTER(?outcome_D!=?outcome_d).

?V a cpt:Variable.
?V cpt:variableDomain ?variable1. ?variable1 cpt:value ?value1.
?V cpt:variableDomain ?variable2. ?variable2 cpt:value ?value2.
FILTER (!(?value1=?value2)&& CONTAINS(?outcome_D,STR(?value1))

&& CONTAINS(?outcome_d,STR(?value2))).
FILTER NOT EXISTS{

?V2 cpt:moreImportantThan ?V.
?V2 cpt:variableDomain ?vd1. ?vd1 cpt:value ?v1.
?V2 cpt:variableDomain ?vd2. ?vd2 cpt:value ?v2.
FILTER((!(?v1=?v2))&& CONTAINS(?outcome_D,STR(?v1)) &&

CONTAINS(?outcome_d,STR(?v2))).
}
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?V3 cpt:conditionallyMoreImportantThan ?instanceOfRelativeImportance.
?instanceOfRelativeImportance cpt:hasCondition ?C.
?instanceOfRelativeImportance cpt:hasLessImportantVariable ?V.
?V3 cpt:variableDomain ?vd13. ?vd13 cpt:value ?v13.
?V3 cpt:variableDomain ?vd23. ?vd23 cpt:value ?v23.
{ SELECT DISTINCT ?C

(GROUP_CONCAT(CONCAT(STR(?attr),STR(?value));separator ="")
AS ?Concatenated) WHERE{

?C cpt:contains ?c.
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?c cpt:attribute ?attr; cpt:value ?value.
}
GROUP BY ?C

}
FILTER(CONTAINS(?outcome_D,?Concatenated)).
FILTER(!(?v13=?v23)&& CONTAINS(?outcome_D,STR(?v13)) &&

CONTAINS(?outcome_d,STR(?v23))).
}

}
}
{ SELECT DISTINCT ?V ?ConcatenatedParent ?Prefer ?Over {
{ SELECT ?V

(CONCAT(STR(?attrPrefer),STR(?valuePrefer)) AS ?Prefer)
(CONCAT(STR(?attrPrefer),STR(?valueOver)) AS ?Over) WHERE

{?preference cpt:prefer ?p;
cpt:over ?o.

FILTER NOT EXISTS{?preference cpt:given ?condition.}
?V cpt:variableDomain ?p.
?p cpt:attribute ?attrPrefer;

cpt:value ?valuePrefer.
?o cpt:value ?valueOver.

}
}
UNION
{ SELECT DISTINCT ?V ?ConcatenatedParent ?Prefer ?Over WHERE
{

SELECT DISTINCT ?condition ?V
(CONCAT(STR(?attrPrefer),STR(?valuePrefer)) AS ?Prefer)
(CONCAT(STR(?attrPrefer),STR(?valueOver)) AS ?Over)
(GROUP_CONCAT(CONCAT(STR(?attr),STR(?value));separator ="")

AS ?ConcatenatedParent) WHERE
{ ?preference cpt:given ?condition.
?preference cpt:prefer ?p;

cpt:over ?o.
?V cpt:variableDomain ?p.
?p cpt:attribute ?attrPrefer;

cpt:value ?valuePrefer.
?o cpt:value ?valueOver.
?condition cpt:contains ?c.
?c cpt:attribute ?attr;

cpt:value ?value.
}
GROUP BY ?condition ?V ?attrPrefer ?valuePrefer ?valueOver

}
}
}

}
BIND(IF( ( (!BOUND(?ConcatenatedParent) &&

CONTAINS(?outcome_D,?Prefer)&&
CONTAINS(?outcome_d,?Over))
||
(BOUND(?ConcatenatedParent) && ?ConcatenatedParent!="" &&
CONTAINS(?outcome_D,?ConcatenatedParent) &&
CONTAINS(?outcome_D,?Prefer) &&
CONTAINS(?outcome_d,?Over)) ) ,1,0) AS ?counterBind )

}
GROUP BY ?outcome_D ?genre_D ?country_D ?subwork_D ?filmVersion_D ?outcome_d

}
FILTER(?counterV=?counterVundominated)
}
GROUP BY ?outcome_D ?genre_D ?country_D ?subwork_D ?filmVersion_D
ORDER BY DESC (?counter)


